THE TILTED CITY
rome sits, they tell me, on seven hills; and so, though I
never counted them, does San Francisco,   The only differ-
ence is that San Francisco seems as if she might slip off at
any moment,   A morning train decanted me into the city,
But before I was half-way to my hotel, I was gasping at
those vertical hillsides which had even scared the impassive
Baedeker into comparing the local traffic to flies on a
window-pane,   My taxi mounted to the assault like a
storming-party; its vitals roared; its nose explored the
sky.   I watched my feet mount slowly level with my eye.
Alongside of me the cable-cars pursued their vertical career
running, as Mr. Rudyard Kipling saw them, " up and down
a slit in the ground,"   It must be very nearly forty years
since that observant youth, just off the Yokohama boat,
watched them " slide equably on their appointed courses
from one end to the other of a six-mile street."   The young
man's eye was sharp enough; so was his tongue.   But there
is one point on which I can supplement his observation.
He saw the San Francisco street-cars that " turn corners
almost at right angles, cross other lines, and "—with a
slight touch of hesitation—" for aught I know may run up
the sides of houses."  They do.   If they did not, they
would never get there,   For San Francisco is one glorious
defiance of the laws of gravity.   Streets, that should run
level with the earth's surface, climb without warning into
heaven or fall away with equal suddenness into the waters
under the earth, leaving pedestrians to gasp on the edge of
a sheer drop; I estimate that a cent dropped on the crest
of California Street would gather speed enough to kill a horse
in Market Street, unless it hit a Chinaman on Grant Avenue;
and some feral magic had glued to the very summit of the
city a vertical hotel, whose windows offer to incredulous
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